Vanguard Series™

NEW FROM ATI!

BC12DSL

- 12 MIXERS
- DUAL STEREO and DUAL MONO PROGRAM OUTPUTS
- 24 STEREO INPUTS
- 4 INPUT HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
- 2 MICROPHONE PREAMPS
- VCA LEVEL CONTROLS
- MODULAR
- SERVICEABLE
- 4 INPUT MUTED MONITOR DRIVERS
- CUE AMPLIFIER and SPEAKER
- ELECTRONIC AUDIO SWITCHING
- RF PROOF
- ONLY 32 INCHES WIDE

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $4995

Available Options:
- 10 Input Expander for 32 total inputs
- Dual, Stereo Fluorescent Meters
- Start-Stop Switching
- Penny and Giles Faders
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